
	

 
 
 

 
Public Land Solutions  
Stakeholder Input Report 
Nine Mile Canyon Management Plans 
 
In an effort to increase opportunities for stakeholder input in the current and future planning processes for Nine Mile 
Canyon, Public Land Solutions (PLS) held a series of public meetings in Carbon, Duchesne, and Uintah Counties in 
late 2016 and early 2017. 
 
Stakeholder Involvement in Public Land Planning for Nine Mile Canyon 
 
Nine Mile Canyon and the surrounding area includes a range of land types and owners, and thus incorporates a large 
variety of stakeholders (please see the list of stakeholders in Appendix A). The primary categories of stakeholders 
include: 
 

• Archaeology – The canyon was once home to a great many ancient people and evidence of their lives abounds 
in the form of rock art and other key archaeological sites throughout the area. 

• Oil and Gas Operations – Oil and gas operations exist throughout the canyon. 
• Private Land Owners – While primarily on the western side of the canyon, private parcels exist along much of 

the canyon floor. 
• Recreational Visitors – These include both local residents and visitors from around the world enjoying both 

motorized and non-motorized activities. 
 
Demand for all of the uses of the canyon is increasing. Additional study on invaluable archaeological sites is ongoing. 
Oil and gas operations are likely to expand in the near to medium term. Private land owners engaged in ranching, 
conservation, and/or hunting have a significant presence, and in addition to all other uses, visitors of various types 
appear in the area, hoping to experience this unique place. 
 
Nine Mile Canyon is the quintessential example of a multiple use landscape, with the added distinction that it is listed 
on the National Trust for Historic Preservation, further fueling the need to plan for increased visitation. As visitation 
grows, opportunities for stakeholders to interfere with one another’s goals and activities are also growing. While a 
variety of agreements and working relationships exist between oil and gas operators, private land owners, and the 
archaeological community, visitors to the canyon are generally poorly informed leading to increased potential for 
conflicts and growing concerns from all stakeholders.  
 
As demand grows for outdoor experiences, including the exploration of culture and history, there is no indication that 
visitation to Nine Mile Canyon will decrease in the coming years. Thus, the creation of a range of management plans is 
a critical opportunity to improve the interaction between visitors and all other stakeholders through proactive planning.  
 
Development of the Nine Mile Canyon Alternatives 
 
The Price Field Office of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is in the process of reviewing the following 
alternatives for Nine Mile Canyon: 
 

• Alternative A – No Action (existing RMP) 
• Alternative B – Limited Recreation 
• Alternative C – Designated Recreation 



	
	
Public Land Solutions was asked to gather stakeholder input to explore various components of Alternative C to identify 
what type of activities would be appropriate in Nine Mile Canyon.  
 
The question explored in each of the workshops was not “Should recreation be developed and promoted in Nine Mile 
Canyon?” but rather, “How do current recreation activities in the canyon affect stakeholders, and how might those 
effects change in the future?” In exploring this question, PLS learned that all stakeholders interact with recreation in the 
canyon and that a proactive recreation plan that designates specific recreation activities could be used to improve those 
interactions in nearly every case.  
 
Many stakeholders expressed reservations about increased recreation in the canyon. The implementation of a proactive 
recreation management plan, as part of future planning processes, could provide a framework for controlling visitor 
access and activities. Alternative A, the no action alternative, or Alternative B, the Limited Recreation Alternative, 
might miss this opportunity to manage the canyon in a way that would bring peace of mind to all stakeholders, and long 
term economic value to local communities.   
 

“There are not enough signs in the world to keep people out of all the places we don’t want them to go. So, let’s do a 

better job telling them where to go instead.”-Workshop Participant 

 
 
Stakeholder Outreach, Meetings, and Participation 
 
To begin the project, PLS was invited on a field trip to Nine Mile Canyon with Ahmed Mosen, Field Manager, Amber 
Koski, Assistant Field Manager, and Jake Palma, NEPA Coordinator, from the Price BLM Field Office. Additional 
initial outreach took place via phone calls and emails to a list of stakeholders. Two rounds of preliminary outreach 
meetings were held in Carbon, Uintah, and Duchesne counties. These initial meetings were held with elected officials, 
tourism officials, the Nine Mile Canyon Coalition, and recreation users. 

Following the initial round of outreach, three public workshops were held, one in each of the participating counties. 
The three-and-four-hour workshops were hosted by the counties and held at their facilities, and facilitated by PLS. 
Each workshop entailed a detailed discussion about the assets, challenges, and prospects for recreation in the canyon.  

The public workshops were extremely well-attended and resulted in meticulous, knowledgeable feedback. The depth of 
experience imparted by stakeholders will be absolutely essential to the success of any future plans in the canyon and 
surrounding area. Many stakeholders have lived and/or owned land in the canyon for generations, and are extremely 
experienced in interaction among stakeholders, challenges associated with the topography, and critical boundaries. 
Additionally, there are many non-residents of the canyon who recreate, study, and explore the area who have a great 
deal of knowledge and information to share.  
 
Managing Recreation Experiences, Not Polygons 
 
Nine Mile Canyon is known as one of the best places in the world to view Native American rock art. Because of its 
growing notoriety, visitation to the canyon has increased exponentially over the years, according to private land owners 
in the area. With more and more visitors planning their vacations online, where information is easily accessible, it is 
only logical that visitor traffic to Nine Mile Canyon will increase in the coming years. Alternative C, and by extension 
the SRMA and other future plans, is an important opportunity to deal with managing and directing these visitors in the 
most appropriate ways.  
 
As part of this, the Alternative C must address the entirety of the recreation experience, for all categories of visitors. 
Accounting for and managing the expectations of the visitor are essential to any successful recreation plan. If visitors 



	
	
have the experience they expect, they will be satisfied and much less likely to wander from their designated path or 
activity.   
 
Further, in an effort to explore a variety of recreation needs, and to minimize impact on the canyon bottom, discussions 
at the workshops included areas outside the official SRMA boundaries. While the plan for the SRMA itself cannot 
exceed its official boundaries, there will be opportunities to utilize public lands outside the SRMA planning area as 
trailheads and parking areas to minimize impact within the canyon itself as part of a future travel management plan or 
other agreement.  
 
For the purpose of analysis, PLS divided recreation into two major categories: motorized and non-motorized. In both 
cases the stacked loop concept was discussed, which would provide shorter and longer loops from the same trailhead. 
Point-to-point routes were also discussed which could make use of these same potential trailheads.  
 
 
 
Motorized Recreation Options 
 
Bad Lands Trail 
The Bad Lands Trail Committee, spearheaded by Wellington Mayor Joan Powell, had a presence at all three county 
stakeholder workshops. Because this trail has already been conceived, it is a good option for inclusion in the Nine Mile 
Canyon area. The trail group is committed to the project and has begun preliminary work. The trail concept utilizes 
existing roads and routes on the north rim of the canyon. The trail model could include an entire Bad Lands Trail 
system, integrating loops off of the main trail.  
 
East Loop 
The East Loop is part of Carbon County’s existing road system. The route begins and ends in East Carbon and travels 
along Cold Springs to Cottonwood Canyon, then drops into Nine Mile for a short distance before returning along Dry 
Canyon. The road might eventually be linked to the Bad Lands Trail, creating a longer multi-day ride, but this would 
involve crossing the Nine Mile drainage, which can be extremely challenging in certain conditions. This led to the 
discussion of a possible bridge crossing over Nine Mile Creek. Smaller loops diverging from the main East Loop might 
also be possible on narrower, more technical trails. Outside of the BLM boundaries, the Castle County OHV 
Association discussed a potential project to connect the top of Indian Canyon to Reservation Ridge and west to 
Strawberry, Scofield, and possibly further. This loop would utilize existing towns and hotels and could result in room 
nights and tourism revenue for those towns.  
 
Horse Bench 
The Horse Bench area, which can be accessed from the top of Nine Mile Canyon to the south, is an area highly desired 
by the region’s OHV community. However, there are significant legal challenges to opening up this route to motorized 
use that will not be affected by any of the Alternatives being considered as part of the Nine Mile Canyon planning.  
 
Harmon to Prickly Pear 
Currently, there is an existing loop from Harmon Canyon to Prickly Pear Canyon and back. It was noted at the 
workshops by stakeholders that this loop should be utilized and promoted for motorized recreation in the canyon. The 
road through Harmon Canyon is maintained by the local oil and gas operator, according to stakeholder feedback. The 
Prickly Pear portion of the loop is more rugged, but this will allow for a more diverse experience for riders.  
 
It was also posited in feedback that the main Nine Mile Road could be designated for open OHV use. Currently, all 
motorized vehicles on the road must be street legal, except for a small section of the road that completes the East Loop. 
If the entire road were legal for ATV/OHV use, it would allow for more loops to be designated using the existing paved 
roads and County B and D roads. However, there are many safety concerns regarding this suggestion, so a better 
solution would be to avoid OHV loops that depend on long sections of the main Nine Mile Road.  
 
 



	
	
 
Nonviable Options 
Although initially put forth for discussion, an OHV loop in the Stone Cabin area is not viable, based on stakeholder 
feedback. Much of the canyon is privately owned, and the landowner has taken great pains to keep the area in as close 
to its natural state as possible in order to maintain pristine wildlife habitat, and is not interested in an easement. As 
such, PLS does not recommend proposing any trails in this area. 
 
 
Utilization of Existing Roads and Trails 
The utilization of the existing road network is preferred to minimize impact on both wildlife and archaeology. Large, 
well maintained gravel roads currently utilized by the oil and gas industry can be used as part of a loop system, but less 
maintained narrower roads are generally more suitable for recreation. Using existing resources as much as possible was 
brought up by stakeholders at all three workshops. In addition, the need for better signage and route designation was 
discussed in order to meet the expectations of visitors; keep them away from private land and industry operations; and 
to protect archaeology. 
 
Staging Areas 
Throughout the three workshops and preliminary meetings, the general consensus was that the canyon floor provides 
little opportunity for additional trailheads and/or staging areas, due to existing property lines, the main Nine Mile road, 
and the steepness of the canyon walls. The existing parking area at Daddy Canyon is used by OHVs for group rides. 
Beyond this, any new motorized trailheads created to service the designated routes mentioned above should be placed 
on public land on top of the canyon rims if possible. 
 
Non-Motorized Recreation Options 
 
Currently, hiking in Nine Mile Canyon is either on a small number of short trails that move from one rock art site to 
another, or is achieved via cross country travel. While not impossible, the biggest challenge to building a system of 
stacked loop hiking trails, or a longer multi-day backpacking trail system, comes from the topography of the canyon 
itself. The steep walls, soft sand and crumbly rock make traversing up ridgelines or sides of washes difficult. Hiking 
within some washes may be feasible, however the risk of flash floods must be considered. Additionally, much of the 
land in the bottom of the tributary canyons is privately owned, and would require purchasing easements and/or 
negotiating agreements with each individual landowner.  
 
Yet despite these challenges there is a need for some designated hiking trails in the canyon to meet visitor expectations, 
to make the canyon experience more compelling, and to prevent trespassing on private land of all types. 
 
Possible Hiking Loops 
• Dry Canyon Trail—The idea for an 18-mile non-motorized trail through Dry Canyon was posited by a stakeholder 

who owns land in that canyon. The trail begins by Bruin Point and ends at the Daddy Canyon complex, with an 
elevation change of around 5,000 feet. The majority of the trail is on BLM property but would affect access to the 
private land in the area. The landowner has expressed interest in allowing this trail, if managed properly with 
signage, enforcement, and patrols to ensure users are non-motorized. There is also potential for water access and 
camping development along this trail, again, if managed properly. However, there is an additional landowner in the 
area who would also need to be consulted to determine the viability of this trail. 

• Blind Canyon to Daddy Canyon—This loop was posited by stakeholders as a possible hiking trail on the north side 
of the canyon. This loop could provide a hike for moderate to experienced hikers looking for a more strenuous 
experience.  

• Rock Walks (Loop to Daddy Canyon to Pregnant Buffalo to Great Hunt Panel)—The concept of “rock walks” was 
introduced by stakeholders numerous times throughout the workshops. These trails would be in the moderate to 
easy category, used more for viewing rock art than for strenuous, athletic hiking. The loops could potentially be 
hard surfaced to allow for strollers, joggers, etc. The biggest challenge to completing these paths is the narrowness 
of the canyon bottom, and ensuring the trails don’t cross into private property.  



	
	
• Daddy Canyon Trail—The concept of a trail up one side of Daddy Canyon and down the other was discussed at 

several of the stakeholder workshops. However, several significant challenges to this type of trail exist, mainly the 
steepness of the canyon sides and the potential for flash floods. Landowners in the canyon spoke particularly about 
the danger of flash floods in all the washes. However, members of the Carbon County trails committee expressed 
that they had discussed a trail starting at Daddy Canyon, following the north side of the road to Cottonwood 
Canyon, with a return loop.  

• Cottonwood Canyon Chimney Trail—At the Carbon County workshop, PLS was made aware of an old trail to the 
west of Cottonwood Canyon, with the ruins of an “outlaw hideout,” mainly just the structure’s chimney. The ruins 
are less than two miles up the canyon, according to stakeholders. We believe this trail, if viable, could provide an 
enjoyable experience for visitors looking to experience more of the “Old West,” as the historical outlaw element 
adds a degree of excitement and adventure to the trail.  
 

Equestrian Opportunities 
Similar to OHV staging areas where trailer parking is needed, the lack of space in the canyon bottom presents issues for 
equestrian opportunities in Nine Mile. In addition, PLS was told by stakeholders that many of the existing trails in the 
canyon are too narrow for equestrian use. There is potential for a parking and staging area on the East Carbon side, 
which could also be used for OHV trailers. The Nine Mile Ranch has previously allowed guests to bring horses (guests 
rent their corral and supply hay). If horse trails were expanded in the canyon, it could offer more opportunity for the 
ranch to cater to equestrian guests.  
 
Gravel Bikes 
The recent surge in popularity of “gravel grinding” bikes could present an opportunity for biking in the canyon. Gravel 
bikes can be ridden on paved or gravel roads in any condition. Gravel grinder enthusiasts look for areas that offer both 
gravel and road conditions, something that could be an option in Nine Mile Canyon. Gravel biking routes could be 
shared with OHV routes in many cases. To establish these routes, input could be solicited from the cycling community 
to determine which routes should be designated as most desirable. Again, if long stretches of the Nine Mile Road are 
incorporated, special attention must be given to traffic concerns. 
 
 
Multi-Day Trips 
With all the challenges facing recreation in the canyon, multi-day non-motorized recreation opportunities are somewhat 
scarce. However, an idea was posited to PLS via email that a trail could be constructed following the “Pioneer Road.” 
The road ended at Fort Myton, which could be the beginning of the multi-day trip as it has some camping, a restaurant, 
and an RV Park. Dispersed camping could be set up at several stops, according to the stakeholder these include The 
Wells, Outlaw Bend, and existing camping at the top of Gate Canyon. The historic users of this road would provide a 
rich historical experience: the Fremont, the Utes, the Paiute, the soldiers who built the road, settlers traveling to the 
basin, and others all left their marks on the area for future visitors to enjoy. According to the stakeholder, the overnight 
backpacking would be roughly 75 miles or five days depending on pace. Possibilities could exist for bike touring on a 
gravel trail next to the main trail or on the main trail itself.  
 
Non-Motorized (Other) 
Several non-motorized recreation options, based on feedback and PLS’s professional opinion, are not viable options for 
the Nine Mile Canyon area. For example, the steep canyon walls, loose sand and rock, and private boundaries would 
make constructing a comprehensive, stacked loop mountain bike system nearly impossible. The narrowness of the road 
shoulders, truck traffic, and shortness of the paved road make road biking also a less desirable option.  
 
River Recreation 
While possible river recreation activities were discussed with stakeholders, none of the options put forth were 
considered viable for the current planning processes.   
 
Camping 
Currently, those wishing to camp in Nine Mile Canyon can stay at the Nine Mile Ranch, or find a dispersed campsite 
on BLM land. It was a consensus at all workshops that any camping options should be structured in way that does not 



	
	
take away from the business at the Nine Mile Ranch. However, additional managed backcountry camping, provided via 
a permit/reservation system, could be provided for those looking for a backcountry experience, while simultaneously 
discouraging trespassing elsewhere in the canyon and protecting archaeology. However, the majority of campers 
looking for a more accessible experience can be accommodated by Nine Mile Ranch.  
 
Connections to Nearby Towns 
There are several OHV/ATV options that could potentially better connect the towns in the region to the canyon. If trail 
designation inside Nine Mile Canyon included in a larger recreation plan for each of the towns in the region, it could 
lead to increased revenue in the form of room nights, restaurant revenue, fuel revenue, etc. Therefore, if visitors to the 
region are engaged in other recreation activities in the nearby towns, they may choose to spend an additional day in the 
region to experience Nine Mile. 
 
 
Business Opportunities 
Many opportunities could exist for business prospects in the canyon, as well as growth for existing businesses and 
programs. This could include guided motorized ATV rides, hikes, and interpretive walks. A permitting system with 
BLM will need to be in place to prevent overcrowding and ensure fair use for all groups. Other opportunities could 
exist for outfitters to offer caching services for backpackers and hikers. With very limited water available on top of the 
canyon, having a cache or water service would be most advantageous to any long-range hikers and backpackers.  
 
The Mead family, who operate the Nine Mile Ranch, exemplify stewardship and tourism with their existing operations 
in the canyon. If managed recreation was implemented, more trails in the canyon and surrounding area would give the 
ranch more structured options for their guests, thereby enhancing the guest experience. The ranch is the prime spot in 
Nine Mile Canyon, and is the only available location within the canyon itself for visitors to obtain information and use 
modern facilities. Partnering with the ranch throughout the planning process and utilizing their knowledge and helping 
to build on their existing facilities should be a key component of the final plan, according to stakeholder feedback.  
 
Carbon County also offers two Nine Mile guided day trips a year. These are full day tours that include viewing rock art 
sites and short hikes. If the recreation infrastructure existed, the county might be interested in expanding these trips, 
according to Frank Ori, Carbon County Director of Recreation. However, at this current time, the county does not have 
the funding to do so.  
 
Opportunities could also exist for businesses that take visitors into the canyon and then back to one of the surrounding 
towns, incorporating the history of the towns and surrounding area, as well as the canyon itself. This could afford towns 
more room nights, and by extension, more transient room taxes.  
 
Potential Funding Sources 
 
Many funding opportunities exist for improving recreation in the canyon, promoting heritage tourism, and improving 
road conditions. The Utah Legislature passed SB 264, which funds the Utah Outdoor Recreation Grant Program. This 
program is growing; during 2016, it received three times the applications it did during 2015, and 70% of the grant funds 
awarded went to rural counties. This program could provide a viable option for funding recreation infrastructure in 
Nine Mile Canyon and its surrounds, thereby keeping visitors in the areas where they are welcome and away from the 
areas where they are not. 
 
The West Tavaputs Agreement itself also included funding for pullouts and interpretive areas to preserve cultural 
heritage along the canyon. We expect all alternatives for the SRMA will incorporate these pullouts. 
 
Commitment of Elected Officials 
 
PLS received positive feedback from elected officials in Carbon, Duchesne, and Uintah counties, as well as in the 
towns of Roosevelt and Wellington. All elected officials expressed a desire to ensure the revenues and jobs provided by 



	
	
resource extraction in the canyon are not affected. All three counties rely heavily on coal, oil, and gas production. 
However, all elected officials also expressed a desire to have more recreation in the canyon, if managed appropriately.  
 
Ranching  
 
Nine Mile Canyon is home to numerous ranching operations. Cows may be moving on the main road or in the tributary 
canyons at any time. Generally speaking, however, cows occupy the north end of the canyon in the winter and spring, 
and the south end in the summer and fall. Many visitors to Western lands expect to see cows; it is part of the area’s 
history and mystique. However, visitors will need to be made aware of the cattle population of the canyon, and given 
instructions on what to do if they encounter cows, whether they are grazing or being actively moved.  
 
The educational component of any plans encompassing Nine Mile will be key here, as many tourists who come to the 
area may not be familiar with how to drive through a herd of cows, or may try to photograph them and disturb them. 
Signage along the road telling drivers to watch for cows would be helpful, as several ranchers said they lose cows to car 
accidents. More often, the cow is only injured by the car and drivers leave, so the landowners are not aware of what 
happened to the cow. As with other aspects of this plan, having more pull-out areas on the road would assist motorists 
with getting around cows, or pulling over and waiting for them.  
 
Again, as with private land, trespassing on ranch and grazing areas is a large issue that was expressed many times by 
stakeholders during the workshops. Along with all other aspects of the SRMA, incorporating education about ranching 
and land ownership into the canyon experience would be extremely helpful in keeping ranch lands and cows secure.  
 
Oil and Gas Development 
 
The development of oil and gas in Nine Mile Canyon, while fluctuating, is significant and poses several challenges 
with regard to the expected increases in recreation in the canyon. During peak drilling operations, as many as 75 trucks 
a day can be on the main road, according to stakeholder feedback. During non-peak drilling, this count is much lower. 
However, truck traffic still poses a significant safety risk to pedestrians, bikes, and ATVs. The canyon is very narrow at 
certain points and contains many corners, making crossing the road hazardous. The existing turnouts on the road were 
not designed for the larger trucks. During stakeholder workshops, representatives of the oil and gas operators in the 
area expressed that they are happy to have recreation in the canyon, but worry about the safety of visitors and their 
drivers.  
 
These concerns, while not insignificant, can be partially mitigated by the development of a robust managed recreation 
plan, including increased signage and education. Visitors to the canyon should see reminders near the road to watch for 
trucks as soon as they enter the canyon proper.  
 
The idea was posited that a schedule denoting when the trucks will be moving would be helpful; however, stakeholders 
made it clear such a list would be almost impossible to maintain, because the trucks move when the tanks are full, 
which does not happen on a set schedule. While such a schedule would be advantageous to recreation planners and 
outfitters, PLS has found it is not a realistic expectation and should not be considered.   
 
Private Land 
 
The most consistent theme throughout the three stakeholder workshops, and many of the preliminary meetings, was the 
pervasiveness of trespassing and vandalism on private lands in the canyon. Even at current levels, landowners are 
having difficulty keeping recreation users and visitors off their properties. The implementation of the SRMA and other 
future plans provides an opportunity to improve this situation.  
 
Updating and increasing signage, directing visitors away from private property towards designated recreation will 
significantly reduce inadvertent trespassing. Several landowners expressed during the workshops that visitors looking 
for rock art often stumble onto their private lands. These visitors need proper signage telling them not only where to go, 



	
	
but what to expect when they get there (i.e., cows moving across road, possible rattlesnake sightings). By managing the 
direction of visitor traffic, our hope is to reduce unintentional trespassing in the canyon.  
 
However, stakeholders also expressed that there are also visitors who most likely live in the local area and trespass 
intentionally, for a multitude of reasons. This form of trespasser is the least likely to respect property boundaries, and 
most likely to leave litter and destroy habitat, according to feedback. It was expressed during the workshops that the 
best way to counteract this form of trespassing is through law enforcement presence and citations, when warranted. 
This is a tall order for the three surrounding counties, given the remoteness and size of the canyon and its surrounds. 
However, as it relates to the local counties, an increase in police presence or patrols would be highly beneficial to the 
area, if possible. Many stakeholders throughout the meetings expressed a desire for more police presence in the canyon. 
Better managed visitation in the canyon could also provide a more orderly presence that could aid in addressing this 
problem. 
 
Archaeology 
 
Perhaps the largest component of any plan involving Nine Mile Canyon and its surrounds is implementing protection 
and management plans for the vast quantities of archaeological sites in and around the canyon. The canyon’s rich and 
varied archaeological assets are the major draw to the area. However, along with these ancient sites comes the potential 
for damage, vandalism, and overt destruction of archaeological resources.  
 
A managed recreation experience that directs users to appropriate places and away from inappropriate places could be 
the most powerful vehicle for protecting archaeology in Nine Mile Canyon. As mentioned previously in this report, 
visitor and recreation traffic in the canyon is unlikely to decrease going forward; therefore, any plan involving the area 
must have a strong archaeological protection component. By managing the expectations of visitors and users, and by 
directing them to archaeology that has already been surveyed and is in appropriate places, the BLM can provide a 
robust experience in the canyon and still protect delicate archaeological assets. For example, rock art sites that are too 
high to be easily touched or are behind a barrier (such as the Great Hunt panel) could be appropriate for viewing.  
 
As part of the West Tavaputs Agreement, it was instructed that pullouts and viewing areas for rock art near the roads be 
constructed. While several of these sites have been constructed, overall, they are not enough to entice longer visitation 
or recreation spending in the area. Many stakeholders throughout the workshops expressed the desire for more, larger 
pullouts with signage or interpretive kiosks that explain the history of the rock art and the canyon. Wildlife, watershed, 
and plant life could also be discussed on the kiosks. There are several advantages for these kinds of sites: they are very 
accessible to families with children, the elderly, and the disabled who may not have the capacity for strenuous hikes to 
see archaeology. These sites also allow for easy and comfortable access to archaeology, and they require little to no 
expertise to enjoy.  
 
The disadvantages for this type of site mainly center around public safety and the limited space on either side of the 
main road, according to stakeholder feedback. Much of the traffic on the Nine Mile Road moves relatively quickly, 
creating a safety hazard for those on foot near the road. Crossing the road, in particular, would provide a large safety 
challenge. There is also simply no room in many areas of the canyon for any sort of pullout at all, whether because the 
road abuts private land or the canyon walls itself are too close to the road.  
 
In addition, if these pullouts are the only designated recreation opportunities within the canyon, more adventurous 
visitors are more likely to explore beyond these areas and endanger the interests of other stakeholders. 
 
Environmental Concerns 
 
Several areas of Nine Mile Canyon are home to sensitive species of wildlife, such as sage grouse, mule deer, and 
moose. Efforts by landowners and conservationists in the canyon to reestablish wildlife need to be respected and 
considered. A stakeholder who owns land in Stone Cabin has been working with several agencies to try and establish 
the Shiras moose and beaver populations in that canyon. Several areas initially proposed for trails on the south ridge of 
the canyon would also directly impact protected sage grouse habitat, which renders those trail proposals moot. While 



	
	
the environmental efforts described to PLS are taking place on private land, therefore not directly involved in the 
BLMs planning processes, the positive effects of improved habitat will benefit the entire Nine Mile Canyon region. 
 
During the stakeholder process, PLS received much feedback concerning the potential impacts to wildlife if recreation 
is increased in the canyon and its surrounds. In addition, there is an Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) 
within the SRMA boundary itself. Any recreation plan will need to take into account the impacts on wildlife, water 
quality, and the environment of the area itself.  
 
Water quality, as it relates to Nine Mile Creek and other small streams in the area, was also discussed by stakeholders 
during the meeting. Several fish populations are found in the creek, although none that are in the category of sport or 
leisure fishing. However, the fish are extremely important to the overall ecosystem of the canyon, and as such, any 
impacts to the water in the creek must be fleshed out when considering any bridges or crossings.   
 
The native population of rattlesnakes was also brought up by several stakeholders during the workshops. Although the 
population of snakes may not be as robust as it once was, it is important to consider both the potential destruction of 
snake habitat during trail building/maintenance and the safety risk posed by inexperienced users running into snakes. 
Again, as with many other components, having signage at pullouts and staging areas warning visitors to be aware of 
snakes would be advantageous.  
 
Recreation Management and Technology 
 
Many technologies exist today that could be utilized to manage the number of visitors and manage their experiences 
within the canyon. An online reservation system, either for camping or entering the canyon or both, would allow for 
only a select number of visitors per day, thereby controlling both car and foot traffic. Having a planned capacity for 
certain days (increased on weekends and holidays, etc.) would allow the counties and those who live and work in the 
canyon to have at minimum a rough expectation of the number of visitors. This kind of system would be beneficial to 
the county, for example, in that it would allow them to plan for law enforcement presence on the busier days. A model 
that controls access to the canyon through the main road but also allows for through traffic and local traffic to pass 
would be most ideal.  
 
Partnership opportunities and funding and economic impact 
 
Implementing a fee structure in the canyon for users, with revenue going to the county, could offer another opportunity 
for generating revenue. Indeed, this kind of federal-local partnership has had great success elsewhere in Utah. For 
example, the Sand Flats Recreation area in Moab is managed by Grand County but is owned by the BLM. The county 
gains revenue from the area, but is able to receive assistance from the BLM for large maintenance projects. The result 
is a prime example of community partnership that has resulted in a world-famous recreation area that brings revenue to 
the local area while protecting the resource.  
 
Another aspect of the Sand Flats model is the advent of a local’s pass, or an annual pass, at a free or deeply discounted 
rate (the Sand Flats annual pass is $25). Many locals have used Nine Mile Canyon for various types of recreation for 
many years, and would rightly balk at suddenly being asked to pay a fee. Instituting a free or deeply discounted pass for 
those who can show residency in either Carbon, Duchesne, or Uintah counties would assist in making this 
implementation more palatable. Depending on where and how fees would be collected, allocations would also need to 
be given for places like the Nine Mile Ranch, so their guests are not having to pay while trying to get to the ranch. 
Traffic that passes through the canyon, such as oil and gas trucks, other cargo trucks, and commuters would need to be 
waved on without a fee.  The institution of a fee structure could also help maintain correct visitor behavior, simply by 
making the area appear to be under stricter management; it also creates a sense of demand for the experience itself.  
 
Preliminary Comments on Alternatives 
 



	
	
As explored previously, instituting a no action alternative will not stop visitor traffic from entering and exploring the 
canyon. The Internet has become an invaluable resource for travelers to research and plan their trips with, and Nine 
Mile Canyon is easily found online. A no action alternative will not improve conditions in the canyon, as it will do 
nothing to control the flow of visitors and locals who use the canyon for recreation and pleasure. The only way to 
improve restrictions for those visiting and recreating in the canyon is to institute a recreation plan with an emphasis on 
management, education, and signage.  
 
During workshops and in surveys, a small number of stakeholders did express a desire to see no changes in the canyon. 
This was mainly due to concerns about further trespassing and the destruction of archaeological resources. However, as 
outlined in this report, these aspects can be controlled, and indeed improved, by stricter management and the marketing 
of a specific experience to visitors.  
 
Product Development and Marketing Plans 
 
Public education must be a critical component of any plan to market and promote the Nine Mile Canyon region as a 
possible recreation area. Interpretive signs, kiosks, and online information should be readily available to those planning 
a trip to the canyon. In addition, have information available at the canyon entrance to spur-of-the-moment visitors 
would also be advantageous. The most essential information should include warnings about wildlife, including 
rattlesnakes, information about encountering cattle, and warnings about respecting private property boundaries. This 
information can dip into the education category, such as giving visitors tips for navigating cattle herds on the road, 
watching for rocky areas where snakes may be hiding, and tips on food and hydration for a day or days in the canyon. 
Additional information for visitors could focus on the history and archaeology of the region, including information 
about prominent rock art sites that visitors can see. Information about sensitive areas should not be included.  
 
Partnerships 
 
A consistent theme is always present throughout communities that successfully balance public land use: partnerships. 
These involve NGO’s, user groups, private land owners, lease holders of all types, and elected officials at all levels. 
Through partnerships, federal agencies are able to develop plans that have strong local participation and ownership. An 
emphasis on partnerships and stakeholder input assures that the completed future plans resolves as many stakeholder 
issues as possible, while also moving the canyon into the future in the most managed way possible.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Nine Mile Canyon and its accompanying planning process are key opportunities for the Price and Vernal field offices 
to solicit public input and devise a plan that will ensure proper management of the canyon and mitigate the effects of 
unmanaged visitation. Through thorough planning and experience management, the Nine Mile Canyon can become an 
asset to the local communities while also relieving some of the stakeholder issues identified throughout this process. 
PLS is proud to have participated in the preliminary stakeholder for these plans, and hopes that participants will 
continue working together toward a robust plan that ensures the best possible outcomes for all stakeholders.  
 
 
	


